
 

Global Vision Teams with Four Pees to Offer Automated Proofreading 
Solutions Worldwide  
 
Four Pees will bring increased depth of coverage and strength of representation for Global 
Vision’s extensive product line  
 
Ghent, Belgium March 26, 2013 – Four Pees, the leading distributor of software solutions for the print 
and publishing industry has been awarded worldwide distribution rights for Global Vision, the industry 
leader in the development of automated proofreading solutions. With this new partnership, customers will 
benefit from a comprehensive product portfolio unleashing productivity and brand packaging security. 
 
Since 2007, Four Pees has specialized in tailored solutions that are both practical and economically 
viable for customers in the print and packaging industry. 
 
Commenting on the latest expansion, President of Global Vision, Reuben Malz, said, “This is an exciting 
time for us, Four Pees has a well-established distribution network and a professional team. Coupled with 
their enthusiasm, the partnership will support the continued deployment of our Global Vision’s Expert 
Systems and new QCanywhere™ cloud-based applications with a strong focus throughout Europe.” 
 
"With a strong historic focus on automation and quality control solutions, we have been looking for a 
leader in proofreading technologies to complement our solution offering for the packaging market. We are 
very excited to be working with Global Vision," says Tom Peire, CEO of Four Pees. "The current 
economic state and technologically savvy consumer are driving a wave of advances in the printing and 
packaging markets and these companies are demanding quality proofreading solutions like those offered 
by Global Vision." 
 
About Four Pees 
Named after the four “Ps” of marketing – product, price, place and promotion – Four Pees markets, 
distributes, integrates and supports solutions for the print and publishing industry. The company focuses 
on solutions for collaboration, automation and quality optimization for the document archival, commercial 
print, publishing, packaging and large format printing markets. 
 
Four Pees is worldwide exclusive distributor of the callas software product ranges, the most complete 
PDF processing solutions, ProofMaster, for color-accurate contract proofs, PrintFactory, the most 
complete large-format printing production suite and Atomyx, a complete quality control and automation 
solution. Other represented brands include axaio software, ColorLogic, CtrlPublishing, Elpical and 
Remote Director. 
 
Four Pees was established in 2007 by Tom Peire and has quickly grown into an industry innovating team 
with a background in leading companies such as Artwork Systems, EFI, Enfocus, Kodak and Vutek. 
For more information, visit www.fourpees.com. 
 
About Global Vision 
Global Vision is the world leader in the design and delivery of automated proofreading solutions. Its 
complete suite of advanced solutions featuring text-based, pixel-based and Braille inspection 
technologies are designed to eliminate printed artwork, text verification, and text comparison related 
errors, providing end-to-end security at every stage of the workflow process.  

http://www.fourpees.com/


 

 
Global Vision solutions are widely interoperable and have received commercial endorsement from the 
world’s leading Pharmaceutical, Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG), and Artwork Management 
companies.   
 
Headquartered in Montreal, Canada, Global Vision has worldwide representation. For more information, 
please visit www.GlobalVisionInc.com 
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